
Whenever I’m in a rut and need to try something diff erent, I pull out 
one of my toy fi lm cameras. These little babies are SO CUTE and 
so fun to play around with without any expectations whatsoever! 
I’ll even hand them over to my kids and let them go to town. I use 
toy cameras only for personal work currently, but I would absolutely 
use them for client sessions if I ever had a client who appreciated 
images from these fun toys. These cameras pretty much all work 
the same - point and shoot. That’s really it. Most have an option for 
focusing zones and an aperture from f8 to f11, but honestly I can’t ever 
tell any diff erence when I change these settings. If you snag one of 
these somewhere, I highly recommend watching a few videos online 
about how to load the fi lm, advance the fi lm, etc….as they are quite 
diff erent than other fi lm cameras.

Toy cameras.

Th ere’s power in looking silly and not caring that you do.
Amy Poehler
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Holga - uses 120 film. Can get 12 to 16 frames per MF roll. Comes with 
a 6x6 mask for square images (only 12 square images per 16 frame 
MF roll). Easy to do double exposures (just don’t advance the film) - 
and frequently has light leaks on your images because it literally is just 
a plastic box holding your film. 

Diana Mini - uses 35mm film. Another super basic point and shoot 
plastic toy camera. It has a wide angle lens and allows you to get 36 
square photos or 72 half-frame images. Easy to do double exposures 
and overlapping frames.

SnapSights Waterproof Camera - uses 35mm film. It’s basically 
a reloadable disposable camera. It’s waterproof and perfect for 
throwing in your pool or beach back. This camera functions the 
same as the Holga and Diani Mini and is a point, shoot, advance toy 
camera. 

Sprocket Rocket - uses 35mm film. I love this little camera. It shoots 
a panoramic perspective and fills the entire frame with your image, 
including the edges of the film (called the sprockets). You only get 16-
18 shots per 36 frame roll. 

Fujifilm QuickSnap Flash 400 Disposable Camera - one time use. 
35mm file. Just a good ole disposable camera with a flash. Simple, 
easy and fun!



To live a creative life, we must lose our fear of being wrong.

Joseph Chilton Pearce
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